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Abstract— This paper aims to explore the possibility to
use Electromyography signals to train a Gaussian Mixture
Model in order to estimate in real-time the bending angle of a
single human joint. Extraction of features is performed through
wavelet transform of which best configuration is investigated.
GMM is validated on new unseen data and the classification
performances are compared with respect to mother wavelet
chosen for computing wavelet transform and the number of
collected trials used during the training phase. Achieved results
show that our procedure is able to obtain high performances
(Normalized Mean Square Error: 0.91, 0.90, 0.81 for the three
subjects, respectively), using as feature Mean Average Value
of first level decomposition coefficients with Daubechies db2
wavelet function. The framework requires a 2 minutes lasting
signal of three Electromyography (EMG) channels for Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) training and exhibits a mean time of
2.4 mS for signal processing (excluding acquisition). Procedure
has been tested on a humanoid robot successfully replicating
original movement.

I. INTRODUCTION

This demo file is intended to serve as a “starter file" for the
International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems
papers produced under LATEX using IEEEtran.cls version 1.7a
and later.

Behavior of human limbs and its correlation with muscles
pulses are the subject of many researchers since they stand at
the basis of bio-mechanical solutions for locomotor diseases,
prosthesis and exoskeletons. Knowledge in the filed can also
improve humanoid robots behavior looking more natural.

A widely used approach is to analyze signals resulting
from skeletal muscle activity called EMG due to their
strong relation to strength, location, time and effort of the
movement. Generally, Surface Electromyography (sEMG)
signals are preferred, as they keep information being ex-
tracted in a less invasive way. Some widespread techniques
adopted for pattern recognition are Fourier transform [1],
Integral Absolute Value (IAV), variance and zero crossing
[2], Mean Average Value (MAV) [3], Rooted Mean Square
(RMS), Mean Power Frequency (MPF) [4], or as proposed
in [5] full wave rectification, filtering and normalisation. The
major drawback of these transformation methods, especially
fast and short-term Fourier Transform, is that they assume
signal to be stationary [6]. However EMG signals are non-
stationary, so an alternative approach, based on Wavelet
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Transform, is wide spreading. Daubechies proved use of
Wavelet Transform to analyze time series that contain non-
stationary power at many different frequencies [7]. Early
as 1997, Laterza found out that Wavelet Transform is an
alternative to other time frequency representations with the
advantage of being linear, yielding a multiresolution rep-
resentation and not being affected by crossterms [8]. In
[9], Guglielminotti theorized that Wavelet Transform exhibits
very good energy localization in the time-scale plane when
the shape of the EMG signal is matched with wavelet shape.
Recent works reinforced advantages in using wavelet trans-
form for EMG analysis [10], [11], [12]. By investigating and
analyzing various research studies on Wavelet Transform,
Chowdhury concluded that analyzing sEMG signals using
Daubechies functions renders good results [10]. In order to
synthesize wavelet information some statistical features have
been used in [13] and [14].

Notable in EMG analysis is the number of channels
considered to predict movement as it includes or excludes
situations where some signals may be not available. Increase
number of channels obviously increases classification effi-
ciency, but results with four channels obtained by Tsenov
([15]) suggest that a low number of channels may be
sufficient.

Several studies have used features extracted from EMG
to feed different machine learning algorithms (i.e., Neural
Networks (NN), GMM, Hidden Markov Model (HMM)) to
predict and replicate complex human movements ([10], [16],
[12], [17], [18]) but most of them concern movements of the
upper limb ([19], [20], [21]).

Recently, focus has been placed on the issue of how to
determine the human intent of a continuous motion instead
of discrete patterns. Han developed a state space EMG model
based on Hill Muscle Model (HMM) for continuous estima-
tion of elbow joint which however involves many physiolog-
ical parameters and whose computational complexity of joint
motion states makes it unsuitable for real-time applications
[22]. An EMG-driven virtual arm has being developed by
Manal ([23]) which through recognition of muscles activation
reproduces the movement according to HMM. Behavior of
the virtual arm is very faithful to a real one in contrast
to a robot whose motion requires a specific translation of
human movement to mechanical components. A working
online estimation of elbow joint has been proposed in [24]
where EMG patterns recognition is approached through a
Hierarchical Projected Regression (HPR) algorithm that con-
structs incrementally a tree-based knowledge library, whose
components represent local regression models. It uses only



one channel as input signal and effectiveness of the method
is supported by some experiments.

The aim of this study is to estimate a single-joint angle
by mean of a GMM trained with EMG features extracted
through Wavelet Transform. A Gaussian Mixture Regression
(GMR) technique is then used to retrieve the data from
the trained model. This approach enables an autonomous
extraction of the task-related information encoded in EMG
signals, without loss of generality. Moreover, such a prob-
abilistic framework based on Mixture of Gaussians (MoG)
distributions only require a reduced number of parameters to
be kept, resulting in lightweight models.

Furthermore, a GMM\GMR probabilistic framework re-
quires low training data to achieve good results; provides fast
regression that perfectly matches with the use on an online
application and is robust to channels loss.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II will de-
scribe the procedure to extract task-related features from
EMG signals, the algorithm for knee angle estimation, and
modelization technique. Section III will provide description
of a complete test. Results of the application of the proposed
approach will be presented in Section IV. Finally, in Sec-
tion V we will summarize and discuss the results achieved.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Signal acquisition

Electromyography (EMG) signals were acquired with an
active 8-channel wireless EMG system at 1000 Hz. The eight
EMG electrodes were placed on the left leg of each subject
in order to cover the principal muscular groups active during
the kick task. In more detail, the following muscle were
recorded: Rectus femoris, Vastus lateralis, Vastus medialis,
Tibialis anterior, Gastrocnemius lateralis, Gastrocnemius
medialis, Biceps femoris caput longus, Peroneus longus.

Synchronously to the EMG signals, we recorded the kine-
matics of the left leg by means of an optoelectronic system.
Six retro reflecting markers were placed on the subject’s
leg aka LGT, LLE, LHF, LLM, LVMH, LVTH. Six infrared
digital cameras recorded the marker positions (namely, the
leg kinematic) at 60 Hz during the whole recording session.

B. Signal analysis

Wavelet transform is similar to Fourier Transform except
that instead of using a basis composed by sine and cosine
it uses particular functions that satisfy certain mathematical
rules. Moreover, wavelet analysis allows to extract signal
information regarding both the time and the frequency
dependance and can be applied in a useful manner in
a wide window of time as well as a closer one. Signal
is transformed into a linear composition of scaled and
shifted version of a base function called mother wavelet
or wavelet function. Wavelet Transform is subdivided in
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Continuous Wavelet
Transform (CWT). Projecting our signal to the basis yields
to approximation (low frequency) and detail (high frequency)
coefficients which are the real subject of our analysis.

A complete and detailed description of Wavelet Transform
and supporting theory can be found in [25] and [26].

Every wavelet yields to different results even when applied
to same signal thus selection of mother wavelet plays a key
role in the framework formulation.

In his research studies on Wavelet Transform, Chowd-
hury has concluded that analyzing sEMG signals using
Daubechies family function renders successful results so as
in other studies [10], [27], [28], [12]. To obtain better results
from a sEMG analysis on different applications, Chowdhury
recommends to use the db function (db2, db4, db6, db44
and db45) at decomposition level 4. Phinyomark suggests,
moreover, to use the db7 wavelet function.

Each of the function above mentioned has been tested to
discover the one that leads to better results. Once wavelet
decomposition has been done, detail coefficients have been
used as input for an ulterior step as to synthesize information.
Were chosen MAV and RMS since both methods turned out
good results in [27] and [12]. Moreover Standard Deviation
(VAR, Equation ??) has been computed given that it has
been chosen as an interesting measure in [13].

In Figure II-B are shown sEMG of the first channel
used and features resulting from wavelet analysis and MAV
computation of decomposition coefficients.
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Fig. 1. Original sEMG of first channel (vastus lateralis) with results of
elaboration: wavelet transform and MAV computation of level 1 decompo-
sition coefficients.

C. Gaussian mixture model and regression
For modelization purposes, we exploited a stochastic ap-

proach in order to address the high variability of the input
EMG signals. Information extracted from EMG was used as
input of a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to estimate its
correlation with the knee bending angle α.

The aim of GMM is to obtain the weighted sum of K
Gaussian components which best approximates the input
dataset representing the set of kick trials used for the training.
In this particular case, the total number of data samples was
N = nT , where n is the number of trials used to train
the system, and T = 2000 is the number of observations
acquired during each trial. A single data in input at the
framework is described in Equation 1.



ζj = {t, ξ, α} ∈ RD ξ = {ξc}c=1,...,C (1)

where:

• t ∈ R is the time elapsed from the beginning of the trial
(ms);

• ξc ∈ R is the cth EMG channel;
• ξ ∈ RC is the set of considered channels, 1 ≤ |ξ| ≤ 8;
• α ∈ R is the knee bending angle;
• 3 ≤ D ≤ 10 is the dimensionality of the problem.

The GMM was trained through the Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm [29], resulting in a proba-
bility distribution of the train dataset later used to per-
form the regression of the knee angle. The Expectation-
Maximization algorithm iteratively estimates the optimal pa-
rameters θ = (πk, µk,Σk) that characterizes the K mixtures
composing the GMM. The algorithm can be separated in
two cyclic phases: Expectation and Maximization. The EM
loop stops when the increment of the log-likelihood L =∑N
j=1 log (p (ζj |θ)) at each iteration becomes smaller than a

defined threshold ε, given by L(t+1)
L(t) < ε.

The algorithm optimizes the parameters of the K Gaussian
components by maintaining a monotone increasing likeli-
hood during the local search of the maximum. This approach
enables an autonomous extraction of the kick characteristic
EMG signal while still maintaining an appropriate general-
ization.

Finally, the resulting probability density function is com-
puted:

p (ζj) =

K∑
k=1

πkN (ζj ;µk,Σk) (2)

where:

• πk are priors probabilities;
• N (ζj ;µk,Σk) are Gaussian distribution defined by µk

and Σk, respectively mean vector and covariance matrix
of the k-th distribution.

The main drawback in the learning process lies in the EM
requirement of a prior specification for the model complexity
(i.e., the number of components K). On one hand, an over-
estimation of this parameter might lead to over-fitting and,
consequently, to a poor generalization; on the other hand, an
underestimation will result to poor regression performances.
To deal with this issue we introduced an entropy based
selection of the best number of components, K, in the GMM.

Several entropy based model selection techniques has been
proposed in literature (e.g., Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) [30], Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [31],
Minimum Description Length (MDL) [32], and Minimum
Message Length (MML) [33]). Although, in [34] the authors
proposed a specific criteria to estimate the value of the K
parameter in the case of EMG signals, in this work we
preferred a more standard approach based on BIC. In our
experiments the whole learning process has been repeated
with different GMM complexities by using BIC (Equation 3)

as index of model quality with respect to the number of
components K.

SBIC = −2L+ np logN (3)

where:
• L =

∑N
j=1 log (p (ζj |θ)) is the log-likelihood for the

considered model θ;
• np = (K − 1) +K(D+ 1

2D(D+ 1)) is the number of
free parameters required for a mixture of K components
with full covariance matrix.

The log-likelihood measures how well the model fits the
data, while the second term is introduced to avoid data
overfitting and maintain the model general enough. In our
experiments the best BIC value was obtained with K = 15
components.

The Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR) has been used to
retrieve a smooth generalized version of the signal encoded
in the associated GMM. So that, the conditional expectation
of knee joint angle α̂ is calculated from the consecutive
temporal value t and the EMG signals ξ known a priori.
As we already said, the k-th Gaussian component is defined
by the parameters (πk, µk, Σk), where:

µk = {µp,k µα,k} Σk =

[
Σp,k Σpα,k
Σαp,k Σα,k

]
(4)

with µp and Σp respectively the mean and the covariance
of the known a priori information. The conditional expecta-
tion and its covariance can be estimated respectively using
Equation 5 and 6.

α̂ = E [α |t, ξ ] =

K∑
k=1

βkα̂k (5)

Σ̂s = Cov [α |t, ξ ] =

K∑
k=1

β2
kΣ̂α,k (6)

where:
• βk =

πkN (t,ξc|µp,k,Σp,k )∑K
j=1N (t,ξc|µp,j ,Σp,j )

is the weight of the k-th
Gaussian component through the mixture;

• α̂k = E [αk |t, ξ ] = µα,k +
Σαp,k (Σp,k)

−1
({t, ξ} − µp,k) is the conditional

expectation of αk given {t, ξ};
• Σ̂α,k = Cov [αk |t, ξ ] = Σα,k + Σαp,k (Σp,k)

−1
Σpα,k

is the conditional covariance of αk given {t, ξ}.
Thus, the generalized form of the motions ζ̂ = {t, ξ, α̂}

required only the weight, mean and covariance of the Gaus-
sian components calculated through the EM algorithm.

D. Procedure effectiveness

Finally, we exploited the Normalized Mean Square Error
(NMSE) in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the GMM-
based system. This function measures the goodness of fit
between test and reference data, in our case α̂ (the data
estimated through the GMR) and α (the angle calculated
by means of the motion capture system):



NMSE(t) = 1−
∥∥∥∥ α̂(t)− α(t)

α̂(t)− µt(α)

∥∥∥∥2

(7)

where:
• t is the temporal instant from the beginning of the trial

(ms);
• α̂(t) is the estimated angle at the instant t;
• α(t) is the angle calculated through the motion capture

at the instant t;
• µt(α) is the mean along the time of the angles given

by the motion capture.
NMSE costs vary between −∞ (bad fit) to 1 (perfect fit).

Zero is the value reached from a straight line in fitting the
reference.

III. RUNNING ONE TEST
Three healthy volunteers (S1-S3; age 30± 4; one female)

participated in the experiment. No motor related problems
have been reported. The study was carried out in accordance
with the principle of the Declaration of Helsinki.1. Subjects
were asked to naturally kick a ball (diameter 17 cm) from
a sitting position. The ball was positioned on the floor at
a fixed distance (2 cm) from the foot. After each kick, an
operator was in charged of the ball reposition. As additional
behavioral and motivational task, we asked to the subjects
to try to shot the ball in a goal in front of them (distance
350 cm, width 122 cm, height 76.2 cm). It is worth to notice
that the task was fully self-paced. Each participant performed
several repetitions of the aforementioned task over a single
recording session (day).

Computation of sEMG signals for feeding the model was
made offline using MATLAB2 tools. Original signals were
scanned to individuate and isolate every kick, selecting in our
case a number of 2000 samples, since they were sufficient
to cover the whole movement.

A window of 200 mS was chosen as an intermediate value
of the interval proposed in [35] that exhibits interval within
150-250 mS to be an optimal choice to deal with EMG.

To extract features corresponding to instant t was consid-
ered the portion of sEMG signal going from t−window to
t. Actual window was processed using Wavelet Transform
using a certain mother wavelet. As suggested in [36] and
[27] only detail coefficients of first level decomposition were
taken, of which was subsequently calculated one of synthesis
value exposed in Section II-B.

The window was then shifted by one to compute feature
for t + 1 and procedure repeated until signal end. Same
procedure was repeated for each kick collecting 1800 fea-
tures for each one. A preparatory study on every channel
was conducted looking for the more informative muscles,
using mother wavelet db2 and MAV feature because were
the most promising. According to results of Table I chan-
nels corresponding to Vastus lateralis, Vastus medialis and
Tibialis anterior were taken in account.

1WMA Declaration of Helsinki - Ethical Principles for Medical Re-
search Involving Human Subjects

2MATLAB, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States

At time t features corresponding to knee bending angle
α are the three features obtained from processing window
of the three channels. Estimated α values were compared to
test ones computing NMSE.

We first investigate of which mother wavelet gave best
performance setting GMM to work with ten repetitions of
kicks as training set and three repetitions as test set. Thence
we focused on the best mother wavelet and examined how
many repetitions were necessary for a good modelization.
Procedure was finally tested to a humanoid robot making it
performing kicks. A C++ software based on Robot Operating
System (ROS) was developed to simulate EMG generation
and communicate joint angle estimated to the robot.

IV. RESULTS

# Channel Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Sum
1 Rectus Femoris 0,5917 0,4523 0,1727 1,2167
2 Vastus Lateralis 0,7401 0,5403 0,5426 1,823
3 Vastus Medialis 0,5917 0,8093 0,6266 2,0276
4 Tibialis anterior 0,0674 -0,2407 0,4706 0,2973
5 Gastrocnemius lateralis -0,5058 0,3614 -0,3206 -0,465
6 Gastrocnemius medialis 0,5107 0,0233 0,191 0,725
7 Biceps femoris caput longus -0,0022 0,5074 -0,0281 0,4771
8 Peroneus longus 0,1567 -0,0734 0,0380 0,1213

TABLE I
NMSE VALUES RESULTING FROM TESTS USING ONLY ONE CHANNEL

FOR TRAINING GMM WITH FEATURES EXTRACTED THROUGH DB2 AND

MAV OF COEFFICIENTS.

Mother Wavelet Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Sum %
db2 0,8256 0,8484 0,7539 2,4279 80,93
db4 0,8021 0,7779 0,4415 2,0215 67,38
db6 0,8051 0,8397 0,3710 2,0158 67,19
db7 0,7732 0,8544 0,6568 2,2844 76,15
db44 0,7574 0,5983 0,6234 1,9791 65,97
db45 0,5426 0,7828 0,3928 1,7182 57,27

TABLE II
NMSE ERROR OF THE THREE SUBJECTS OF DATASET FOR EACH

DAUBECHIES WAVELET TESTED WITH RMS FEATURE.

Mother Wavelet Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Sum %
db2 0,5701 0,7409 0,8583 2,1693 72,31
db4 0,5806 0,8008 0,5825 1,9639 65,46
db6 0,5455 0,6945 0,8531 2,0931 69,77
db7 0,7177 0,8092 0,8678 2,3947 79,82
db44 0,6306 0,7931 0,6455 2,0692 68,97
db45 0,7258 0,8345 0,7572 2,3175 77,25

TABLE III
NMSE ERROR OF THE THREE SUBJECTS OF DATASET FOR EACH

DAUBECHIES WAVELET TESTED WITH MAV FEATURE.

Best result was achieved with mother wavelet db2 and
MAV features with an 80,93% of correct estimation al-
though db7 and RMS exploited values slightly lower with
its 79,82%. Estimation using variance as feature turned out
with lower performances of at least ten percent respect to the
other ones, so it turned out to be not suitable for this kind

http://www.wma.net/en/30publications/10policies/b3/
http://www.wma.net/en/30publications/10policies/b3/


Mother Wavelet Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Sum %
db2 0,7252 0,7171 0,6139 2,0562 68,54
db4 0,5967 0,8694 0,6563 2,1224 70,75
db6 0,4321 0,7946 0,5203 1,7470 58,23
db7 0,6760 0,8494 0,5909 2,1163 70,54
db44 0,6150 0,7642 0,6279 2,0071 66,90
db45 0,3603 0,7446 0,5189 1,6238 54,13

TABLE IV
NMSE VALUES OF TESTS TO FIND BEST mother wavelet WITHIN

VARIANCE OF FIRST LEVEL DECOMPOSITION COEFFICIENTS.
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Fig. 2. Tests to investigate effectiveness of GMM corresponding to
cardinality of training set.

of analysis. Results showed that is not possible to elect one
mother wavelet to be better than others since further com-
putation has equal importance as choice of wavelet function.
Same wavelet transform could be suitable or not depending
on how information extracted is treated. An example is Db45
which exploits a 77,25% of correct estimation when used
with RMS while exploits only a 54,15% when used with
standard deviation. Combinations with higher values are the
ones which yield a similar (and good) estimation for all the
three subjects, while others may fit very well for one subject
and very bad for the other two. As the number corresponding
to Daubechies function increases also do processing time of
Wavelet Transform while GMM suitability decreases, hence
db2 derives as the one to prefer.

Despite the high values of NMSE, corresponding to
good modeling, estimation was not as clean as wanted, in
particular, as can be seen in Figure 3, for the presence
of oscillations. This problem could anyway be treated via

Fig. 3. Angle of knee joint estimated (in blue) against angle to predict (in
red) of subject 1 for a 60 large training set which exploited 0,9114 NMSE
value.

software considering oscillation as noise.
In Figure IV are showed differences in using a training set

with larger dimension. Best results are obtained including all
available repetitions, however good values of NMSE occur
with an over 50 elements training set which corresponds to
about 2 minutes of motion. Test on the robot was made using
a Intel R© 64-bit computer with i3 quad core CPU of 2.13
GHz and 4 GB of RAM. Computation of Wavelet Trans-
form, feature extraction and regression was tried for each
subject model achieving a mean time of 2.4 mS (excluding
acquisition), which grants large space for other stuff as the
total amount of time shall be below the threshold of 300 mS
[19].

Fig. 4. Motion of a NAO robot controlled by EMG signals.

Figure 4 shows motion of a NAO robot3 controlled through
EMG signals. Generation of signal is simulated via software
and estimated angle is sent to robot with TCP/IP protocol.
Our software is able to send pose messages to robot at
240 Hz, although in practice rate has been reduce to satisfy
NAO bound of 50 Hz.

The framework was successively tested on a second
dataset of three different persons which contains EMG col-
lected while performing gait. Were used db2 mother wavelet
and MAV features. Signals and angles are relative to right an-
kle motion and specifically concern Peroneus longus, Tibialis
anterior and Gastrocnemius lateralis. Although number of
repetitions is lower respect to first dataset used, and number
of samples is lower due to shorter movement analyzed,
results (reported on Table V ) strengthen validity of the
procedure.

ID subject # repetitions # tests samples NMSE
cgrad 5 2 651 0.9052
cgsad 8 2 550 0.8344
sbnad 8 2 701 0.8170

TABLE V
RESULTS FOR DATASET OF ANKLE MOTION.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a method to estimate a single-joint
angle by means of Surface Electromyography signals for

3Aldebaran Robotics - SAS (Limited Company). www.aldebaran.com



online purposes. Wavelet Transform has been chosen as
technique of feature extraction and best mother wavelet
function has been individuated from some successfully used
previously in literature. Physiological information has been
encoded through a Gaussian Mixture Model, while the joint
angle related to a new sequence of unseen Electromyography
data has been estimated from the model by using Gaussian
Mixture Regression. Results exhibited an high accuracy in
joint angle estimation (NMSE> 0, 8) for all the subjects
even if a margin for improvement still exists. This study
showed a possible way to command a single joint of a robot
by means of sEMG which require a great effort for set-
up due to GMM training phase but that turns out very fast
at execution time making it suitable for real-time. Further
work will be to improve robustness of the framework with
an higher number of people and test it on other joints such
to validate compatibility to whole body. Another aspect to
consider will be to deal with the delay between the start of
EMG signals and the start of actual human motions which is
called Electro Mechanical Delay (EMD). Such improvements
will make the framework proper for online controlling of
humanoid robots and exoskeletons.
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